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Arresting.
Desirable.
Impressive.

Inspiring.
Just a few of the many words to describe the
beauty of a professionally laid slate roof.
The real attraction of a slate roof is its strength,
fire resistance, energy efficiency and durability.
Natural Slate can last a lifetime – often with little
or no maintenance.
Natural Slate is one of the cleanest and most
environmentally friendly materials available and has the
lowest carbon footprint of any pitched roof covering.
Since our inception in 2005, SIGA Slate has sought to
bring simplicity to the market through the clarity,
consistency and efficiency of our products and services.
We have been able to build long-lasting relationships with
our customers thanks to the transparency we offer
through test certificates for contractors and architects.
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SIGA Slate carefully manages every single step
of the journey, from the quarry to the roof. This
monitoring and careful selection ensures that
your slate roof is not only aesthetically beautiful
and strong, but that you also have consistency
and traceability that’s second to none.
SIGA Slate stands for quality. The way we ensure
Natural Slate quality is through an in-depth knowledge of
our quarries. We have built especially close partnerships
with our quarries in Spain, where our onsite, full-time
quality control teams are all working together to make
sure your slate is the best it can be.
By choosing SIGA, you’re choosing to work with
people who have immense pride in, and in-depth
knowledge of Natural Slate for roofing.

&
Consistency
Quality
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Our attention to detail has set SIGA apart from
the very beginning. Over ten years of experience
means we are now the benchmark for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistency of quality
Longevity of supply
Best value
Choice and variety
Traceability
On site quality control
Rapid and efficient logistics

Specification Range
A broad range of high
quality first selection slates

Trusted quality and
workable slates suited to
the experienced installer

Classic Range

The finest selections
from the best quarries

Commercial Range

Excellence Range

With SIGA, you can be safe in the knowledge that
the slate you select is the genuine article, and that
we will be here every step of the way to make
your project go as smoothly as possible.

Affordable slates of good
overall quality
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Customer satisfaction is at the very heart of
what SIGA stands for. We ensure all our
customers are clearly guided throughout the
whole process, and our mission – to always
exceed industry standards – gives our
customers complete peace of mind.
As the largest supplier of Natural Slate in the world, we
have built an enviable reputation for quality and consistency.
Experienced specialists select all our slates, as well as the
quarries that produce them. High quality slates with full
traceability come as standard. Warranties range between
30-75 years* and are fully backed by SIG, a FTSE250
organisation.
• All SIGA slates are tested to BS EN12326-1:2014
and test results are readily available
• All SIGA slates are CE Marked
• Every crate of SIGA slate is marked with EN test results
The SIGA range includes a wide variety of T1S1W1
(≤0.6%) slates to suit NHBC requirements.
*

Dependent on the actual slate

&
Warranties
Guarantees

A key element of what SIGA offer is added value
through training, technical and logistical support.
Our slate specialists are genuinely passionate about
Natural Slate roofing and continually develop their skills and
expertise to deliver professional and impartial advice.
SIGA specialists are on hand to provide you with:
• Technical advice
• Recommendations about the most appropriate
slate for your project
• Information on the latest industry and house
building guidelines
• Specialist guidance on heritage and conservation projects
• World class, quality products, CE marked and compliant
with Construction Product Regulations (CPR)
• CPD Seminars
• A range of fixings and colours

Support

& Training
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SIGA Slate
at a

glance

• The widest range of true T1S1W1 (≤0.6%) roofing
slate available
• Low wastage rates mean lower labour costs and
faster completions
• All SIGA Excellence and Specification slates meet
NHBC requirements
• Warranties of up to 75 years*
• Great selections from reputable quarries
• Tailored ranges for your area in stock
• Excellent continuity, consistency and traceability
• Full technical support and guidance
• CPD seminars available
• Fully compliant with CE legislation
*

Dependent on the actual slate

You can find out more about
SIGA Slate plus a rich source of
downloadable information, case studies
and more at www.sigaslate.co.uk
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